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I. Introduction 

Cannabis regulation may well be the most persuasive illustration of Justice Brandeis’ 
famed observation that states, when sufficiently courageous, can serve as laboratories 
for experimentation in democracy.  This is necessarily an iterative process. As the 1

market continues to grow and mature, we find ourselves with extraordinary opportunities 
to foster healthy and diverse competition. This moment is unique in history, as sufficient 
data exists to indicate that, with bold enough vision, we stand poised not just to build 
viable long-term economic structures in this sector but to develop models that may 
ultimately inform shifts in other industries toward more pro-competitive and broadly 
inclusive paradigms. By providing bond-financed guarantees, governments can cushion 
risk for lenders supporting small cannabis businesses and marginalized entrepreneurs. 
In so doing, states can subvert–and to a certain extent, mitigate–past bias harms, 
support local development, and work toward building and maintaining robust, 
diversified, and resilient marketplaces at the regional and national levels. 

II. The Business of Risk 

Business lending necessitates risk evaluation. Lenders have long sought to maintain 
credit portfolios that maximize potential return on invested capital in light of expected 
losses.  In the regulated banking industry, many federally insured depository institutions 2

are required to employ risk-weighting methodologies to confirm sufficient capital 
availability for ongoing operations.  As anyone who has checked their personal credit 3

score before seeking a mortgage or car loan is aware, a portion of that risk may be 
factored and assessed back to the borrower in the form of interest rate calculation, a 
practice known as “risk-based pricing.” Higher probabilities of default are typically 
correlated with higher interest rates.  Conversely, competition among lenders is the 4

primary factor mitigating risk-based pricing strategies for business lending. When 
borrowers have a relatively wide pool of lenders to choose from, loan availability and 
interest rates drive lender competition, and lenders may substantially reduce both 



interest rates and overall risk sensitivity. This phenomenon was dramatically illustrated 
by the subprime mortgage lending crisis of 2008.  5

At present, competition among cannabis lenders is relatively low, and the risks 
associated with cannabis entrepreneurship are high. By the end of 2022, increased 
costs and decreasing prices led to an estimated 42% of cannabis businesses reporting 
profitability.  Competition from the illicit market continued to exert pressure, while new 6

state markets were challenged by, inter alia, increased financing costs and competition 
from the illicit market.  The result has been debt so expensive that it freezes out many 7

competent entrepreneurs, with few lifelines for distressed businesses hoping to survive 
competition until tax relief rewrites projections or consolidation, leaving only a few highly 
efficient players standing in marketplaces bereft of meaningful competition.  Overall, 8

uncertainty in the financial sector has exacerbated the issue, and cannabis industry 
lending rates can be five times higher than traditional business loans.  9

III. Heightened Challenges for Minority Borrowers 

For cannabis entrepreneurs of color, the landscape is even more bleak, and chances of 
receiving sufficient capital are disproportionately low.  In theory, a substantial number of 
small business loans (across all industries) fall under the purview of the Equal Credit 
Opportunity Act (“ECOA”),  which prohibits creditors from discriminating against 10

applicants based on membership in a protected class, receipt of income from a public 
assistance program, or exercising a right under the Consumer Credit Protection Act.  
Yet in 2021, among small businesses outside the cannabis industry, 35% of white 
business loan applicants received the total amount of financing requested, compared to 
only 15% of Asian applicants,  16% of Black applicants, and 19% of Hispanic 11

applicants.   12

This data is unsurprising to many business owners of color.  Given long histories of 
experienced prejudice in lending, many prefer Internet-based, algorithmically evaluated 
borrowing opportunities over in-person applications that allow lenders to express 
personal bias.  Even with “guaranteed” financial assistance associated with the 13

COVID-19 pandemic, business owners of color were more likely to need, yet less likely 
to receive, business loans or lines of credit.   14

With limited access to traditional bank lending, private funding sources present the most 
opportunity, yet access to startup capital is often a significant hurdle for entrepreneurs of 
color, even when considering lower-risk industries. The U.S. Small Business 
Administration’s (SBA) SCORE program, which offers business mentoring to non-
cannabis entrepreneurs in the U.S., reports that between 2007 and 2017, minority-
owned small businesses experienced a growth rate ten times faster than small 
businesses generally but received less than one percent of venture capital.   Startup 15

businesses owned by Black women received only 0.006% of such financing.  16



The phenomenon is exacerbated in the cannabis industry, where access to low-interest 
startup capital has been ranked as the single highest barrier to entry among minority 
entrepreneurs.  The SBA 7(a) loan program,  which guarantees loans to bank lenders 17 18

in order to incentivize loans to higher-risk borrowers, refuses to back bank loans or even 
offer informational resources to businesses that “support the end use of marijuana.” In 
compiling aggregate information on U.S. entrepreneurship, the agency excludes data on 
cannabis businesses.  19

Because the cannabis industry is broadly perceived as high risk regardless of operator, 
private small business investment for entrepreneurs of color is even less common. 
Private investors have little exposure to ECOA or other protected class scrutiny, and 
even where investment is available, regulators have had to amend cannabis laws after 
widespread instances of usury.  Venture capital and private equity firms “dominate” 20

cannabis startup funding, with some lending and financing provided through angel 
investors and personal relationships with well-resourced individuals,  to whom minority 21

and low-resourced entrepreneurs often lack even introduction, let alone consideration.  22

IV. Barriers to Extant Social Equity Programs 

Recognizing the exigency of addressing the historical marginalization of minorities in 
past cannabis law enforcement, at least sixteen states have adopted some form of 
social equity initiative.  These programs vary in scope and efficacy, particularly 23

regarding their ability to provide access to funds. In one example, before the institution 
of a “Social Equity Fund” for grants and loans to eligible applicants,  46.7% of eligible 24

Massachusetts individuals who applied for preferential consideration but did not 
ultimately apply for licensing stated that “difficulty raising funds or capital” was the 
primary reason they did not seek licensure.  A number of states attempted to address 25

the gap through direct grants or low-interest loans for seed capital,  however, the intent 26

to make these resources available through associated excise tax income clashed with 
the timing of licensure in license-capped jurisdictions, such that available licenses (or 
first-mover advantages) were distributed to better-resourced applicants before the 
programs could get off the ground. 

Maryland’s cannabis legalization bill specifically provides guaranteed lending through a 
“Capital Access Program,” available to cannabis and other industry entrepreneurs. 
While funded partly by cannabis tax dollars, it is available to most “small, minority-
owned, and women-owned” businesses to borrow up to $250,000 from lenders enrolled 
in the program.  Eligible borrowers pay 0% to 7% of the loan amount into a loss 27

reserve account, with lenders contributing at least 2% and the state Department of 
Commerce matching the aggregate contribution of the borrower and lender. If the 
borrower defaulted, the lender could withdraw funds to cover those losses.  While 28

cannabis market participation in that program appears to have been limited, presumably 
by the availability of qualified lenders, it has subsequently been supplemented by the 
institution of direct lending through the Cannabis Business Assistance Fund.  29



New York’s lending model takes an inverse approach. In seeking to address capital 
access issues among historically disadvantaged entrepreneurs, Governor Hochul 
proposed partnering with private underwriters to generate $150 million of the $200 
million intended for cannabis social equity loans and outsourcing management of the 
resulting fund to a third party working in coordination with the Office of Cannabis 
Management–which would retain control over social equity eligibility standards and 
other licensing qualifications.  While some licensees have secured financing under the 30

scheme, implementation has been imperfect. One recent report asserts that interest 
rates, while under industry norms, remain substantially above those of other business 
types, exacerbated by lending provisions that require commitments to lease and 
renovate specific retail outlets pursuant to property development deals that purportedly 
inflate relevant costs over typical market rates. The supposition is that these challenging 
conditions resulted from limited partner-lender enthusiasm. While lending rates are 
higher than some expected, borrowers who default have no personal liability but 
surrender the relevant lease.  31

V. The Role of Bonds 

While private lender risk concern as to any particular borrower, or a pool of high-risk 
borrowers, is understandable, states are uniquely positioned both to predict and capture 
extraordinary levels of funding from excise tax, such that their own risk evaluations can 
factor for the health of the industry as a whole, rather than one specific borrower group, 
and determine acceptable losses accordingly. The overall income can rapidly become 
self-sustaining in lending, rather than grant, contexts. Recent data from the U.S. Census 
Bureau shows that in the fourth quarter of 2023, the quarterly tax revenue from 
cannabis sales constituted more than 1% of overall revenue for four states, with four 
additional states receiving more than 0.5% of overall revenue from cannabis tax. In 
total, the regulated cannabis market generated more than $3 billion.  States already 32

deploy statistical modeling to determine retail sales projections.  While no industry is 33

entirely predictable, the transition to a regulated and taxed market makes nearly real-
time cannabis consumer demand easier to quantify and evaluate and informs a host of 
considerations–including providing target market size rationalization for anti-competitive 
license cap schemes. In light of the availability and quality of this data, states can 
realistically raise initial funds to subsidize lending through bond issuance, which 
represents a far lower-risk investment for third parties given the government backing. 
Municipal bonds also enjoy broader investment markets, as they are exempt from 
registration with the Securities and Exchange Commission and typically offer investors 
exemption from tax. Because the investments are in government bonds rather than 
directly in the cannabis industry, they may also open access to a broader range of both 
individual and institutional investors.  Connecticut has authorized up to $50 million in 34

such general obligation bonds to provide seed and working capital to cannabis 
entrepreneurs through direct lending and technical assistance resources.  35



VI. How Subsidized Lending Can Solve Social Equity’s Constitutional 
Problem 

Initial rollouts of social equity programs have been repeatedly hampered by challenges 
based on their contextualization of eligible applicants. Race-based preferences have 
been struck down as violations of the Equal Protection Clause, and place-based 
provisions have been challenged under the Dormant Commerce Clause. Race bias, 
however, has demonstrably existed in lending for most of U.S. history and, as discussed 
above, continues to be implicitly exercised. 

While, as a society, we have both a moral imperative and economic incentive to repair 
these harms, cannabis small business loans cannot turn that tide alone. What they can 
do, however, is reverse the effect within the specific industry by making preferential 
interest rates available to high-risk borrowers when evaluated along traditional, implicitly 
biased lending models coupled with Constitutionally permitted eligibility classifications. 
In effect, states can induce lenders to use their extant race biases as a force for good 
by subsidizing the inversion of lending criteria and interest rates. Such a scheme is not 
incompatible with more extensive social progress. Fewer eligible candidates from high-
risk pools represent the program's success and make way for either rate adjustments or 
the inclusion of additional promising entrepreneurs whose lived experiences present 
lending barriers, notwithstanding other demographic criteria. In such an approach, 
adjustments to lending practices associated with the ECOA and broader reforms 
resulting in more favorable lending perceptions do not disadvantage minority borrowers 
as a class, as more appropriate creditworthiness evaluations in the broader lending 
marketplace will represent an opportunity for lenders with more equitable policies to 
compete for risk-recategorized loan applicants. 

VII. Subsidized Lending Examples from Related Federally-Legal Industries 

The use of subsidized lending to expand market participation and serve the needs of 
high-risk borrowers is not unprecedented. Government guarantees of private loans are 
not new and have generally positively impacted stakeholders.  In these frameworks, 36

the relevant government body does not lend directly but guarantees repayment of some 
or all of the relevant private loan in the event of default, offsetting risk to the private 
lender and driving down interest rates. With the knowledge that money is inbound, 
government bodies that formed uneven playing fields are positioned to level it at a 
relatively low cost by underwriting a portion of the associated risk. In so doing, they 
stand to advance policy objectives, justify existing practices- and perhaps make money. 
While Maryland may have been the only program to attempt such an endeavor in the 
cannabis space, there are far more mature examples of success at the federal level. 

A. USDA Guaranteed Loans 

Although adult-use cannabis producers are ineligible for federally guaranteed 
assistance due to prohibition, analogies with a strong historical basis can nonetheless 



be found by reviewing support available to relevant non-cannabis business enterprises. 
The U.S. Department of Agriculture (“USDA”) instituted its first direct lending programs 
in 1937 and began insuring farm mortgages in 1946.  The USDA’s current budget 37

includes $3.5 billion in guaranteed operating loans estimated to support 6,000 farmers 
and a further $3.5 billion for guaranteed farm ownership loans to 12,000 farmers.  The 38

agency additionally underwrites a substantial number of guaranteed and direct loans for 
specific programs and constituencies, including historically underrepresented groups, 
young farmers, infrastructure development, and enhanced sustainability initiatives.  39

These programs are distinct from more controversial commodity subsidies.  40

Of course, USDA lending policy has not been without controversy. Notably, race bias in 
the agency coupled with unchecked agricultural consolidation historically facilitated the 
expulsion of minority farm operators from the industry,  and disparate lending 41

continued at least through 2022.  Yet the underlying financial proposition, with 42

appropriate bias checks, remains sound. The U.S. Budget reports lending “subsidy 
rates,” representing the anticipated cost of a loan or loan guarantee to the government 
on a net present value basis, including defaults, payments, and profit on the relevant 
financial mechanism.  The most recent budget reflects predicted subsidy rates of 43

-0.46% for guaranteed farm ownership loans and 0.07% for operating loans, dropping to 
-0.54% and -0.20% for fiscal year 2025.  That is, in combination, USDA guarantees on 44

private loans are projected to return a small profit to the government, even though the 
median income of farm households actually generated by farming activity is anticipated 
to decrease to -$1,198 in 2024, with most such households relying primarily on off-farm 
income.  Direct loan subsidy rates in these categories are higher, representing small 45

losses,  and necessitate competition with private lenders  that may prove difficult to 46 47

exit or ameliorate without substantial market upheaval.  While these lending programs 48

alone have not been sufficient to stanch the consolidation of American farming in light of 
other market forces,  critiques of USDA farm lending have rested mainly on uneven 49

access rather than lack of benefit.  50

B. SBA Small Business Guaranteed Loans 

Since its creation in 1953,  the SBA has guaranteed small business loans in non-51

cannabis industries. Contemporary guaranteed lending, notably under the Small 
Business Act  Section 7(a) (often called “7(a) loans”), has been a powerful driver of 52

small business entrepreneurship and employment growth and has simultaneously 
driven the growth of small banks originating them.  The SBA specifically targets a 0% 53

subsidy rate for 7(a) loans, which it reports achieving in 2023 and anticipates achieving 
in 2024 and 2025.  While, as noted above, the SBA’s failures to hold lenders 54

accountable for race bias have led to rightful criticism,  failures of equitable 55

administration, rather than the underlying financial data, should not reduce the 
substantial opportunity these programs provide for those able to avail themselves of 
them. In recent years, the SBA has taken affirmative steps toward greater transparency 
and reduced lending bias, including modernizing eligibility determination, expanding the 



7(a) lender pool, and instituting a “Community Navigator Pilot Program” to facilitate 
business lending in underserved communities.  56

VIII. The Role of State-Subsidized Loans Post-Legalization 

As the cannabis industry continues to evolve and federal legalization becomes 
increasingly likely, it is crucial to consider the role of state-subsidized loans in the post-
legalization landscape. With 88% of U.S. adults supporting some form of cannabis 
legalization and only 11% preferring complete prohibition,  federal legalization is an 57

inevitability subject only to timing. Presumably, even absent passage of the SAFER Act, 
USDA and SBA support will become available to cannabis market participants, as it is 
for other vice crops like wine grapes.  Importantly, the availability of interstate 58

commerce–and potentially international commerce–are highly likely to lead to 
substantial market adjustments across the national industry. Canada, which legalized 
nationally in 2018, currently struggles with oversupply,  with 709 licensed producers  59 60

supporting a population of around 39 million, and rapidly increasing export revenue.  61

The U.S. population is roughly 8.6 times larger than Canada  but had 18.75 times more 62

licensed cultivators in 2022  (prior to state legalization in Rhode Island, Delaware, 63

Maryland, Minnesota, Ohio, and Missouri ). Cannabis usage rates between the 64

countries are similar (45% vs. 42% respectively ), although federal legalization may 65

increase U.S. consumption. 

Against that backdrop, market corrections are inevitable, and the role of state-
subsidized lending is likely to turn from stimulating markets to seeking competitive 
advantage for in-state businesses. While overall prices are likely to drop closer to other 
agricultural products (and federally-supported farmers may benefit from increased 
diversification), states with less optimal growing and retail markets may use loan 
subsidies to support regional economic development–potentially bolstered by federal 
support for such activities.  66

The state-regulated cannabis industry currently supports 417,493 full-time equivalent 
jobs, with a reduction of 2% in 2023 following five years of growth that dramatically 
outpaced any other U.S. industry.  By value, state-regulated cannabis was the 6th 67

largest cash crop in the U.S. in 2022.  Even following contraction and potential price 68

pressure from international imports, employment rates, and economic impact are likely 
to be substantial enough to warrant recruiting–which, when programs are carefully 
designed and implemented, can return substantial benefit to at-risk communities.  69

Prudent administration of state loan subsidies can be a cost-effective mechanism for 
incentivizing regional economic growth,  and near real-time cannabis sales data can 70

help administrators dynamically adjust rates to meet appropriate available metrics even 
in times of long-term economic uncertainty. Space exists within those models to 
prioritize the inclusion of historically disregarded borrowers, retain unique innovations,  71

and ultimately build cannabis markets that are profitable, competitive, and highly 
diverse. 

IX. Conclusion 



Market participants in the state-regulated cannabis industry have long grappled with 
outsized financial challenges associated with the high costs of entry and compliance, 
federal prohibitions on traditional lending products, and effective tax rates as high as 
70%. The inherent risk of federal prohibition, combined with sales channels restricted to 
intrastate commerce, is heightened by those commonly faced by traditional agricultural 
firms, vice-oriented businesses, and competition from illicit channels. The result is 
continually rising tension between a general perception of small business as the 
lifeblood of the national economy and the realities of seeking profitability where the 
news of the day can cause stakeholder objectives to vacillate between unprecedented 
success and sheer survival. 

Many eagerly (and appropriately) await what appears to be the pending rescheduling of 
cannabis under the Controlled Substances Act, with the attendant reduction in tax 
burden associated with Internal Revenue Code Section 280E, and hold out hope as the 
SAFER Banking Act continues its years-long journey in building bipartisan support 
toward increased access to banking and insurance products. Ultimately, however, the 
long-term health and viability of the U.S. cannabis market may depend in large part on 
the willingness of government bodies to underwrite private loans for cannabis 
entrepreneurs–both before and after reforms. 

Government actors have obligations to eradicate illicit trade, foster healthy competition, 
and ensure that present regulatory schemes neither disproportionately exclude 
entrepreneurs from historically disadvantaged backgrounds nor lead to anti-competitive 
price distortion that incentivizes monopolistic practices. Developing risk-cushioning 
support for reduced lending rates–subject to evaluative criteria that support broader 
policy goals–can develop cannabis markets that are more stable and better reflect the 
entrepreneurial landscape for which we should strive. 

The cannabis industry stands at a turning point, which, if properly navigated, holds the 
potential to create more equitable and sustainable markets that benefit a wide range of 
stakeholders. By leveraging the power of state-subsidized lending, we can build a 
stronger, more resilient cannabis economy that reflects our shared values and 
aspirations. However, the window for action is limited. As federal legalization 
approaches the horizon, it is crucial that we act now to establish a strong foundation for 
the industry's future.
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